
ADTECH  Project Completion Report

SANTOS JALBU 2003 CAMPAIGN
COOPER BASIN

20 CENTRON® Buried GRE
FLOWLINES

The bar has been raised on productivity with the successful JALBU
Flowline Campaign in the Cooper Basin by ADTECH.

ROW preparation - Trench line marked - Trenched - Installed –
Hydrotested – Data logged - ROW reinstated
39 days on site split over 2 Go-rounds
On Schedule, On Budget, No accidents & No Injuries

DESIGN
The Design Specifications were determined in conjunction with Mike
Ellis for the Santos flowline service. By specifying the design criteria, the



appropriate API Design Specification was selected for fibreglass pipe for
pump jack - hydrocarbon service. API15LR cyclic design.
Design Pressure 4.64 MPa
Design temperature 1000 C
Flow analysis performed using Hazen-Williams flow factor of 150
ADTECH / CENTRON provided engineering support on a range of pipe
sizes as requested.

 

By using specified design, materials calculations were carried out to
specific wall thickness for the pipe to be manufactured, resulting in
optimising design and minimising product cost.

Material selection was based on known corrosion factors ranging from
Anaerobic Organisms, water cut, CO2 and soil composition.

Other benefits from utilising Centron® GRE pipe include:

 

Pipe could be buried without requiring cathodic protection

 

No corrosion inhibitor required

 

No injection equipment required

 

Superior flow characteristics from absolute roughness and maintaining
temperature from buried line.

ENVIRONMENT
The goal for the Jalbu flowline campaign was to minimise environmental
disturbance for the short term and long term by installing a non-corrosive
pipe system.
There is increasing pressure on the Oil and Gas industry from the
environmental lobby, native title issues and government policies.
Traditionally 6 to 18m ROW’s are used for carbon steel pipe installations.



Due to the potential low impact available while installing Centron® GRE
pipe, ADTECH suggested the possibility of utilising minimal ROW to
perform the works and utilising as a narrow trench as possible.

The opportunity to reduce ROW disturbance offered significant
environmental benefits to the Jalbu campaign and potentially future
Santos projects Australia-wide.

Discussions were held with Rob Batterham and the installation process
was explained. It was agreed the potential was available to trial installing
the flowlines with minimal environmental disturbance. Where possible no
ROW grading would be performed. The criteria was to cut a 260mm wide
trench only and perform the installation with 4 wheel drives along the
side of the trench using the same wheel tracks as much as possible.

Above: U2 to J2,  4” Gathering line installed in trench
Below: Some of the Dunes in Ulandi field with pipe installed in trench

Access required for trencher and installation pipe crew would only vary
where sand dunes were required to be crossed, at which point standard



Santos procedures were implemented - top soil removed to one side,
trench depth cut to meet bend radius, soil firmness and depth of cover
specified.

Once the pipeline was installed, hydrotested and data logged, trench
backfill began, wheel loading applied, identification tape installed then
restoration of ROW’s was performed.  In most cases the original
vegetation was still visible from the sides of the trench for the full grader
blade width. A few weeks after completion it had already started to get
hard to determine where the lines had been installed. Environmental
disturbance was down from 6-18m to approx 3m on single lines.
In a number of locations dual lines were run in the one trench.



Pic : U2 to J2  4” Gathering line running parallel to steel flowlines ROW
restored.

After the first go round of the installation we had noticed some of our
ROW’s had been driven over by third parties installing pipeline signage.
We requested we install the signage as part of the project scope. This
would ensure when we handed over the flowlines the works had been
completed and there would be no further requirement for vehicle traffic.
Minimising driving over the route improves natural vegetation
rehabilitation.

After the flowline installation program was underway, Santos operators
raised an issue with potential steel line problems at Jena #6,8 & 9 where a
wash out had been experienced at the Strzelecki creek. The operators
were concerned about environmental damage when the next wash came
through with the steel lines possibly over-stressed and leaking.
Santos Engineering and Environmental assessed the risk and requested
ADTECH replace Jena #6,8 & 9 in the one trench (quad lines) through
the Strzelecki Creek at a depth to 3m in the centre of the creek to be
included with Jena # 18 while on site.



Above: Strz Creek crossing (3m depth in centre). Jena# 18, 6, 8 & 9

SAFETY
Priority for the program was Safety.
We are pleased to advise ADTECH’s 11 year turnkey service history of
Zero Lost Time Injuries is still in place.
Specific Job Hazard Analysis for the works performed were detailed for
each area of the works to be performed.
These included:
ROW works
Trenching / Excavation works
Installation works
Hydrotesting works
Trench Backfill & ROW restoration



Safety Through Innovation
ADTECH utilises it patented Installation machine (patent No. 757470)
for larger diameter GRE pipe which provides repeatable high quality joint
make up, good productivity and reduces stress and strain on pipe crew.

PROJECT PLANNING & SCHEDULING

ADTECH assisted Santos with material take-offs to accommodate tie-in
requirements at the lease end and manifold end of the flowlines.

Once pipe quantities were determined by line lengths and orders placed,
the next step was the logistics of production, export packing, container
delivery,coordinating with loading schedule, inland USA transport,
Seafreight to Melbourne, rail freight to Adelaide and delivery to Santos
nominated freight forwarder was handled by Adtech.

Delivery of product and mobilisation of Installation crews was
coordinated with Santos project requirements – all on schedule.

The first Go-Round was impacted by reduced productive hours due to
drive time from Moomba to and from Limestone Creek / Jena field.



For improved safety management and productivity, the Ottaways camp at
Limestone Creek was enhanced to include additional rooms for Adtech’s
crew for the second go-round.
This significantly improved safety by removing the night driving. The
crews were starting to feel fatigued after performing a hard days physical
labour and then driving “for hours” back to Moomba.
Productive working hours were increased as result, ensuring the Project
schedules were achievable.

QUALITY CONTROL

ADTECH’s crew of experienced GRE pipe installers are methodical with
each step of the installation  -  handling / unloading containers of pipe
onto specifically built pipe trailers for GRE pipe transport, inspection of
pipe, cleaning and joint preparation and make-up of the joint to ensure the
highest quality installation possible. The result was 100% successful with
no leaks under 1.25 x hydrotest.
Every joint was data logged for location and witnessing  by Fyfe while
the Centron® GRE flowline was under hydrotest.
Every joint was manually signed off as made up to manufacturer’s
specification

FIC Packs
Handover documentation consisted of  ;
Hydrotest Chart
ADTECH flowline handover form with test data, flowline length etc
ADTECH Inspection Check Sheet
ADTECH Joint Make up Sign Off Sheet
FYFE Flowline Joint Inspection and Survey data sheet

All installations performed by ADTECH carry a 2 year limited warranty.



Biala #10 views east & west of Limestone Creek road
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